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ABSTRACT once at initial setting. After that, all cameras are dynami-

This paper proposes a novel method for calibrating mul- cally registered to PGS via homography matrices. SIFT[2] is

tiple hand-held cameras target for Diminished Reality appli- used for finding corresponding points between initial frame
cation. Our method does not require any special markers or and the other frame for automatic homography estimation.

We recover shape of the moving objects by silhouette volumeinformation about camera parameters. Projective Grid Space inesco[3inPSThrcvrdsapinGSrvds
(PGS) which iS 3D space defined by epipolar geometry of two inescon3inPSThrcvrdsapinGSrvds
(PGs) wchmera is 3Dspaedf defamin bymepipo alabraetriof two- dense correspondences among the multiple cameras for syn-basis cameras iS used for dynamic cameras calibration. Geo- thszn frevepitvdoi.wihuwne beti
metrical relations among cameras in PGS are obtained from also removed.
2D-2D corresponding points between views. We utilize Scale also removed
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) for finding corresponding
points in natural scene for registering cameras to PGS. Mov- 1.1. Related Works
ing object is segmented via graph cut optimization. Finally,
the reconstructed visual hull is used to synthesize free view- One of the earliest researches for free viewoilnt image syn-

poin vieo nwhch nwatedor ocluingobjet i deib- thesis of a dynamic scene is Virtualized Reality [4]. In that
removed.deoin the *experimntlults, free iew int research, 51 cameras are placed around hemispherical domeerately removed.called 3D Room to transcribe a scene. 3D structure of a mov-video without unwanted object which is captured by hand-

ing
3D

is extransing sene stereo a mov
held cameras is successfully synthesized using the proposed ing human is extracted using multi-baseline stereo (MBS) [5].
metodcameras is successfully synthesized using the proposed Then free viewpoint video is synthesized from the recoveredmethod.

3D model.
Index Terms- Diminished Reality, Projective Grid Space, Many methods for improving quality of free viewpoint

Cameras Calibration, 3D Reconstruction image have been proposed. Carranza et al. recover human
motion by fitting a human shaped model to multiple view sil-

1. INTRODUCTION houette input images for accurate shape recovery of the hu-
man body [6]. Starck optimizes a surface mesh using stereo

The objective of Diminished Reality is to deliberately remove and silhouette data to generate high accuracy virtual view im-
some unwanted object from the image sequence or video. age [7]. Saito et al. propose appearance-based method [8],
This kind of research has become popular topic recently. In which combines advantage from Image Based Rendering and
this paper we introduce a combination between free viewpoint Model Based Rendering.
video synthesis and diminished reality. Our goal is to synthe- In the mentioned systems and most of the previous re-
size free viewpoint video in which unwanted object is also searches on free viewpoint image synthesis, they propose the
removed. Our chalenge is multiple hand-held cameras, which systems that use calibrated fix cameras. Cameras in those sys-
are need to be dynamically calibrated, are used to capture the tems are arranged to the specified positions around a scene
input video. and calibrated before capturing. During video acquisition,

In this paper we present a novel method for calibrating camera parameters must be the same, so cameras can not
multiple hand-held cameras for diminished reality applica- be moved or zoomed. Field of view (FOV) of all cameras
tion. Our method of cameras calibration does not require spe- must be wide enough to cover the whole area in which object
cial markers or information about cameras parameters. For moves. If the object moves around a large area, the moving
obtaining geometrical relation among the cameras, Projective object's resolutions in the captured video will not enough to
Grid Space (PGS)[1] which is 3D space defined by epipolar synthesize a good quality free viewpoint image. One possible
geometry between two basis cameras is used. All other cam- way to get enough resolution of input video is using hand-held
eras can be related to the PGS by fundamental matrices. Fun- cameras which allow to be zoomed or changed view direction
damental matrices for relating every cameras are estimated during capture. However all cameras must be dynamically
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calibrated. frames to initial frames are estimated automatically. Because
In terms of Diminished Reality, there are several researches capturing position of initial frame and the other frames are

proposed methods for removing unwanted object from input almost the same, there is no motion parallax between these
video. Mann et al. [9] proposed a method for removing the images. Two images are approximately 2D similarity. Ac-
a planar object from input video and replacing with another curate corresponding points can be found automatically using
texture. Wang et al. [10] proposed a method for segmenting a SIFT as will be described in section 4.2.
sequence of video images into multiple layers and rendering For silhouette segmentation ofmoving object, background
the same video but one layer is removed. Lepetit et al. [11] image of moving cameras are created by warping initial frame
proposed a semi-automatic method for tracking a boundary of where there is no moving object using the same homography
moving images and detecting the occlusion to remove the ob- for registering moving cameras to PGS.
ject from the scene. Most of research on Diminished Reality
are dealing with one camera input. Using multiple cameras natural scene
give us more information about the scene.

In this paper, we introduce a combination system between
free viewpoint video synthesize and diminished reality from
multiple hand-held cameras. Our goal is to synthesize free camera 1 < camera 4
viewpoint video in which unwanted object is also removed. camera 2 camera 3
Main contribution of this paper is the method for calibrating
hand-held cameras in natural scene without special markers. Fig. 1. Cameras Configuration.

2. OVERVIEW In our experiment, we use four hand-held cameras captur-
ing from positions like Fig. 1. All cameras are zoomed and

There are two main difficulties of using hand-held cameras to rotated independently during capture. The overall process is
capture the scene. The first one is cameras must be dynami- illustrated in Fig.2.
cally calibrated where there is no any special marker. Weak preprocess runtime
calibration technique like Projective Grid Space (PGS) [1], re-
quire only 2D-2D correspondences between cameras. Using roun l
PGS, there is no need of special markers. However, tracking
or finding such corresponding points in 3D complex scene is WeakycalbratePG

difficult to acheive robustly as shown in [12]. Two images
from different views have very different appearance due to 3D Shape reconstruction of

moving object
motion parallax. To make the system practical for synthesiz- 3D reconstruction of
ing a long video sequence, these calibration task must be done Background planes
automatically.

The second difficulty is silhouette segmentation of mov- _cl
ing object for 3D shape reconstruction. If cameras are static,
background scene can be captured beforehand, so it is trivial
to get silhouette image using simple background subtraction.
In the case that hand-held cameras are used, background im-
age of these cameras cannot be captured before hand because Fig. 2. Overall Process.
it is impossible to recapture the scene with the same trajectory
and zoom.

To reduce these problems, we assume that capturing po- 3. PROJECTIVE GRID SPACE
sition of hand-held cameras is not much changed during cap-
ture. Even such assumption, we can still give a flexibility Reconstructing 3D model for diminished reality requires a
of allowing hand-held cameras to be zoomed and/or changed relation between 3D world coordinate and 2D image coor-
viewpoint to capture moving object, e.g. camera is hold by dinate. Projection matrix that represents this relation can be
man and rotated/zoomed freely. By using this assumption we estimated by strong camera calibration which requires 3D-2D
can resolve two stated problems as following. correspondences. Measuring 3D-2D corresponding points re-

At initial frame of each input video, we capture the whole quires a lot of work. Moreover, in case of a large natural
background scene without moving object. We select two cam- scene, it is difficult to precisely measure calibrating points
eras for defining PGS and weakly calibrate initial frames to throughout all the area.
PGS by assigning corresponding points manually. To regis- To remove effort of obtaining strong calibration data, we
ter the other frames to PGS, homographies which relate those use a weak calibration framework, called Projective Grid Space
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(PGS) [1], for shape reconstruction. 3D coordinate in PGS subtraction and also used as reference image for register mov-
and 2D image coordinate is related by epipolar geometry us- ing cameras to PGS as will be described in section4.2. Fig.4
ing fundamental matrices. To estimate fundamental matrices shows background images of our experiment.
between views, only 2D-2D correspondences which can be
directly measured from input videos are required.

3D space in PGS is defined by image coordinates of two
arbitrarily cameras. These two cameras are called the basis
cameral and the basis camera2. The nonorthogonal coordi-
nate system P-Q-R is used in PGS. The image coordinates x
and y of basis cameral corresponds to the P and Q axis in bg bg2
PGS. Image coordinate x of the basis camera2 corresponds to
the R axis.

Fig.3 illustrates how PGS is defined. 3D coordinate A
(p,q,r) in PGS is projected on image coordinate a, (p,q) of the
basis cameral and on image coordinate a2 (r,s) of the basis
camera2. a2 is the point on epipolar line of point a, where ---
image coordinate x equals to r. 3

R

Fig. 4. Background Images.
_; R

/ /~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rs/ /-A (P,q,r),,.S

Q)"" ~~~~~-:- a2 (cs) 4.2. Runtime
basis During capture input video, moving objects will move around'al (p,qa.c m r

camer 2 a large space. Each camera is zoomed and rotated to capture
2 moving object with high resolution in the image. View and

Q4 focal length of each camera are changed from initial frame.
basis camera I non-basis Fundamental matrices estimated during preprocess can not be

camera used to project 3D coordinate in PGS to 2D coordinate of
the other frames. In this section we will explain method for

Fig. 3. Definition of Projective Grid Space. calibrating other frames to PGS. We denote the frame that is

going to be calibrated to PGS of camera i as imgi.
Other cameras can be related to PGS by fundamental ma- From the assumption that capturing position of each cam-

trices between 2 basis cameras. Finding such fundamental eras is not much changed during capture, 2D coordinate of bgi
matrices required only 2D-2D correspondences. So, it is rel- can be transformed to 2D coordinate of imgi using homogra-
atively easy comparing to full calibration which required 3D- phy matrix. To estimate homography matrix, corresponding
2D correspondences. 3D coordinate A (p,q,r) in PGS is pro- s between b
jected onto non-basis camera at point ai which is the intersec- point gFandate Imjare neary.We employ SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)[2],
tion between epipolar line 11 and 12 as shown in Fig.3 which is the method for extracting features from images that

can be used to perform reliable matching, for finding such

4. WEAK CALIBRATION corresponding points. SIFT is robust for finding correspond-
ing points between images which there are different in scale

4.1. Preprocess and 2D rotation. However, reliable of matching will decrease
if there are much different in view appearance between two

At initial frame, we zoom out all cameras to capture the whole images [12]. In our case, two images are captured from ap-
area of a scene without object. We call this background im- proximately the same position. There is no motion parallax
age of camera i as bgi. We select cameral and camera4 as between these images. Two images are approximately 2D
basis cameras defining PGS. 2D-2D Corresponding points for similarity regardless of complexity of a scene. Therefore,
estimating fundamental matrices between basis cameras and SIFT is robust for using in our system.
Other cameras are assigned manually on bgi image during pre- Coorresponding point initially found by SIFT include some
process. Once fundamental matrices are estimated, 3D coor- outlier. We employ RANSAC (RAndom Sample Consensus)[13]
dinate in PGS can be project to all bgi images. These images to remove those outliers. Only inliers are used for estimating
will be used for generate virtual background for background homography.
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3D coordinate A(p, q, r) in PGS which is projected on nitude of optical flows are almost zero where there are cor-
(Xbg, Ybg) of bgi image is projected to imgi image at (ximg, Yimg) responding points for estimating initial homography Hi and
by equation 1. become larger as it is far away.

1img Xbg

where Hi is homography matrix between bgi image and imgj
Example corresponding points that automatically found

using SIFT are shown in Fig.5. In Fig.5, the left image is
bgi image and the right image is imgj image which will be
registered to Projective Grid Space. Fig.5(a) shows all cor-
responding points found by SIFT while Fig.5(b) shows only
inliers after outliers are removed by RANSAC.

warpedbgi img i

Fig. 6. Optical flows between warped background and current
frame. (Image is cropped to show detail)

(a) all correspondences
To improve accuracy of Hi, homography Hrefine i which

transforms coordinate from warpedbgi to imgi is estimated by
fitting correspondences from optical flows using RANSAC.
More accurate homography Haccurate ifor registering hand-
held camera to PGS is then computed from equation 2. Fi-
nally, Haccurate iis then used instead of Hi by replacing Hi

w in equation I with Haccurate i-

(b) inliers Haccurate i
H refiine iHi (2)

Fig. 5. Corresponding Points Found Using SIFT for Estimat-
ing Homography. 5. SEGMENTATION

To reconstruct 3D model of moving objects, each moving ob-
ject's silhouette is needed to be segmented labeling. Back-

4.3. Homography Refinement ground image of camera i during runtime is generated by
In this section we describe method for improving accuracy warping bgi image using homography which is estimated au-
of homography Hi which is initially estimated in section4.2. tomatically in section4.2. Example generated background im-
First, we warp bgi image using homography Hi to create new ages for moving camera are shown in Fig.7. After generating
image called warpedbgi. Optical flow between warpedbgi virtual background for hand-held cemera, silhouettes are seg-
and imgi is then computed. If homography Hi is accurate, mented for reconstructing visual hull.
magnitude of optical flows between warpedbgi and imgi where Using background subtraction by simply set thresholding,
there is no foreground object should be around zero which post processing like morphological operation are necessary.
means that warpedbgi is perfectly align with imgi. Such morhological operation can remove hole in silhouette

Accuracy of homography Hi between bgi and imgi de- but tends to enlarge silhouette to be bigger than the real shape.
pends on number of correspondences found by SIFT and also Accuracy of silhouette segmentation is a crucial step for re-
location of corresponding points in images as well (corre- construct visual hull.
spondences should distribute all over image area to give ac- To get accurate visual hull, we use graph cut optimization
curate homography). for silhouette segmentation. We use energy function proposed

Fig.6 shows optical flows between warpedbgi and imgj in Background Cut [14]. Fig.7 shows segmentation result.
(the same frame as Fig.5). Comparing with Fig.5(b), mag- Silhouette segmentation using graph cut give more accurate
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result compared to simple thresholding with postprocessing
(morphological operation).

pae

time

Fig. 9. Background Scene Consist of Planes and Static Ob-
(a) (b) jects.

6.1. Preprocess

.During preprocess we reconstruct 3D position of several points
'............1 j

(c) which lie on a plane by assigning corresponding points be-
tween background image of two basis cameras defining PGS
manually. Let a, (p,q) be 2D coordinate of point in basis cam-

Backg.o.na Bagro Immaag. (b)uom aticalcy Geenert eral and a2(q,r) is 2D coordinate of point in basis camera 2,
Backgroundth IameCagesrfrom (a).(c SmeFams rm npt 3D position of this point is (p,q,r) from definition of PGS inVideo of the Same Camera as (a). section3. These 3D position in PGS will be used for ren-

dering planes in free viewpoint video as will be explained in
section7. 1.

-U ~~~~~~~~6.2.Runtime
Visual hull of moving object is reconstructed using silhou-

input frame silhouette froim silhouette froim
graph cut simple thresholding ette volume intersection method[3]. Voxels in PGS are pro-

jected onto bgi image first, then the projected 2D coordinate
Fig. 8. Silhoutte Segmentation. is transfered to current frame using equation 1. Voxel is con-

sidered to be in a 3D model volume if projected points of all
After silhouette segmentation of all moving objects, each cameras are in silhouette. Surfaces of 3D voxel model are

object in blob must be labeled so that we can know which 3D extracted to 3D triangular mesh model using Marching Cube
model should be removed in the final diminished image. Sev- algorithm[16]. Fig. 10 shows 3D model of moving object re-
eral object tracking algorithms under occlusion in video se- constructed in PGS.
quence can be use for automatic tracking [15]. In this works
we emphasize on our novel the method for calibrating multi-
ple hand-held cameras, so we do silhouette labeling by man-
ually.

6. 3D RECONSTRUCTION

We consider that objects in input video consist of (a) (b)
* Background plane Fig. 10. 3D Model of Human in PGS. (a) Volumetric Repre-

* Moving object (Human) sentation (b) Triangular Mesh Representation.

which will have the different way to recover the 3D informa-
tion for rendering free viewpoint image. Background plane
is the real plane like a floor or the scene which is far away 7. RENDERING
so that can be approximated as planar scene. Fig.9 shows
how background scene is catagorized. Background scene is To render free viewpoint image without unwanted moving ob-
not changed during video capture, so 3D information of these ject, output image is rendered in two steps. First we synthe-
are estimated only once during preprocess while 3D shape of size background scene without any object. Only interested
moving object is reconstructed automatically every frame. moving object is then rendered overlay to the rendered back-
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ground. The following subsections explain the detail of two To test occlusion triangular patches, Z-Buffer of each cam-
rendering phase. era is generated. All triangle patches of a combined 3D model

are projected onto Z-Buffer of each camera. Pixel value of Z-
Buffer is store the 3D distance from camera's optical center
to the projected triangle patch. If some pixels are projected

During preprocess, 3D position of points which lie on planes by more than one patch, the shortest distance is stored.
are already reconstructed. These 3D position in PGS are pro- To synthesize free viewpoint image, each triangle mesh of
jected onto both reference views. 2D positions of these points the interested moving object is projected onto two reference
on free viewpoint image are determined using linear interpo- images. Z-Buffer is used to test occlusion. The patches which
lation as equation 3 are occluded in both two input views will not be interpolated

in a free viewpoint image. Position of a warped pixel in free
( ( (

( X2 3 viewpoint image is determined by equation 3.
y Ji =2w J + (1- (3) To merge two warped triangular patch, RGB colors of the

pixel are computed by the weighted sum of the colors from
where w is a weight, ranging from 0 to 1, defining the distance both warped patch. If a patch is seen from both input view,
from virtual view to second reference view. (X1, Yi)T and weight that use for interpolating RGB color is the same for
(x2, Y2)T are corresponding points on the first reference view determining position of a patch. In case that patch is occluded
and the second reference view respectively. in one view, weight of occluded view is set to 0 while the

Corresponding points between background image of ref- other view is set to 1. Fig. 12 shows example of free viewpoint
erence view and virtual view are used for estimating homog- image of interested moving object.
raphy. Plane in background image which is segmented manu-
ally during preprocess is warped and blended to virtual view.
Fig. I I illustrates how the plane is rendered in free viewpoint
image.

R
Projective Grid

Space
4 P _ I~~~ w 1 -wI

Q

homographyl homography~ camera free viewpoint image cameraj

bgi nnbgj
~ b~w 1 -w Fig. 12. Rendering Moving Object on Free Viewpoint Image.

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

camera i free viewpoint image cameraj In this section, we show and evaluate the result from our
proposed method. The experimental environment is a large

Fig. 11. Rendering Plane on Free Viewpoint Image. natural scene as Fig.4. We use four Sony-DV cameras with
720x480 resolutions in both experiments. All cameras are in
front of the scene as in as in Fig. 1.

7.2. Objects Rendering During video capture, hand-held cameras have been zoomed
and changed view direction to capture high resolution moving

Once background planes are rendered, all moving objects are object independently. There is no artificial marker placed in
diminished from output video. Only interested moving ob- the scene. Only natural feature are used for cameras calibra-
ject will be renderd overlay to the rendered background. 3D tion. We select several frames to calibrate multiple hand-held
triangular mesh model of each moving object is combined to- cameras by our proposed method. Our method can correctly
gether. The combined 3D model is used for making depth register all frames to PGS for doing 3D reconstruction with
map to test occlusion between reference images. After mak- out manual operation.
ing depth map, only 3D model of the interested moving object Silhouette segmentation by using Graph cut optimization
is used for making dense corresponding points for view inter- is better than using simple thresholding but still has some ar-
polation [17]. tifact if color between foreground and background are very
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similar. For our input video, background and foreground color obtained from 2D-2D corresponding points between views.
are almost the same in some views. The result shown in this We use SIFT [2] to find corresponding points in natural scene
section was calibrated automatically but segmented and la- for dynamically registering cameras to PGS. Graph cut opti-
beled manually. mization is used for silhouette segmentation.[14] In the ex-

Fig. 13 shows sampled input frames for synthesizing free periment, multiple hand-held cameras are correctly calibrated
viewpoint video where unwanted object is removed. and diminished video from virtual viewpoint are successfully

synthesized by our proposed method.
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